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Incy

Wincy

Spider

Listen here- Incy Wincy Spider

https://songwhip.com/piccolo-music/incy-wincy-spider


Communication

&

Language

New Vocabulary
Locate new vocabulary and
discuss the new words e.g.

spout

Descriptions
Look at pictures of real spiders
and describe what they look

like

Never Give Up
What does the spider keep
trying to do in the story?

Does he give up?
Think of something you find
difficult or can't yet do and

how you can keep trying

Personal, 

Social &

Emotional

Fears
Lots of people are scared of

spiders- but there is no reason to
be.

What are your fears? How can you
start to conquer them?

Discuss language of being scared



Pouring and filling
Use guttering and filling and

pouring utensils to was plastic
spiders away down the spout

Webs
Create a masking tape web over a
tuff tray or other tray with edging
by taping the tape across in a web
shape. Put small objects inside the

tray and encourage children to
"reescue" them with tweezers.Dough Spiders

Create your own spiders using
pipecleaners and playdough-

link to maths- how many legs?

Physical

Fine & 

Gross

Motor
Wool Webs

Punch holes around the edge of a
paper plate and thread coloured

wool through to create a web
Finger Actions

Teach and use the
finger actions for the
rhyme "Incy Wincey

Spider"

Spider Moves
Move like a spider or like SpiderMan and shoot some

webs!



Rhyming Words 
There are lots of rhyming words

in the story- can you hear
them? 

Extension for Rec/KS1: Make
rhyming web strings-write

some rhyming words on spider
cut outs and attach them to

string with paper clips or
staples 

Mess Free Paint
Fill a sealable bag or poly pocket

with white paint, place it on a
black surface and encourage the

children to explore making patterns
with their fingers

Literacy 

Sequencing 
Sequence the rhyme

by pegging pictures to
a class washing line 

Sssss Spider
Create a Spider cut out and

put something beginning with
the same sound on each leg  

Linked Stories 
Arrghh SPIDER! By Lydia

Monks
The Very Busy Spider by Eric

Carle 



Maths

Spiders love 8
Spiders have 8 legs and 8 eyes
Make your own spiders and use

your counting skills to give them
8 eyes and 8 legs 

Spider Drive
This is a game to play in small groups. To play you need one dice, and materials for each child to make

a spider: a ball of  playdough, googly eyes and eight cut up drinking straws. Draw up a pictorial key
which shows children that if they roll a 1 they make the spider's body, 2 and they make the head, 3 = an
eye, 4 = an eye, 5 = a leg, 6 = a leg. They take turns to roll the dice and add pieces to their spider. The

first child to complete their spider wins.
 

Webs and Spiders
Using paper plates as webs

(draw on them with markers)
and add numerals.

Encourage children to match
the correct number of

spiders- use comparison
language 

Web Patterns 
Spot and talk about the patterns

and shapes you can see 



UW

Jess Minibeast Adventure 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?

v=9RtW9zG0854 watch this
video and find out all about

spiders 

Spider Hunting
Go on a spider hunt and

see what spiders and
webs you can find. Are 
there special colours?

Patterns? Shapes? Etc.  

Umbrellas 
Explore materials and the

property of being waterproof.
Use you know to design and
create an umbrella for Incy

Wincey.  


